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Abstract 

The conventional belief, based on the Read-Shockley model for grain rotation 

mechanism, has been that smaller grains rotate more under stress due to the 

motion of the grain boundary dislocations. However, in our high-pressure 

synchrotron Laue x-ray micro-diffraction experiments, 70 nm nickel particles are 

found to rotate more than any other grain size. We infer that the reversal in the 

size dependence of the grain rotation arises from the crossover between the grain 

boundary dislocation-mediated and grain interior dislocation-mediated 

deformation mechanisms. The dislocation activities in the grain interiors are 

evidenced by the deformation texture of nickel nanocrystals. This new finding 

reshapes our view on the mechanism of grain rotation and helps us to better 

understand the plastic deformation of nanomaterials, particularly of the 

competing effects of grain boundary and grain interior dislocations. 
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Plastic deformation, a common physical process of solid materials that usually 

determines materials’ strength, is an important scientific topic that has attracted 

considerable research interests in physics [1,2], planetary science [3], materials science 

and engineering [4-6]. Understanding plastic deformation is not only significant for 

fundamental science but also for various industry applications, such as making strong 

metals for turbine blades, making ductile ceramics for lightweight and uncooled 

engines, etc. General knowledge is well established for the plastic deformation of 

materials at the micrometer scale [7,8], whereas how plastic deformation occurs in 

nanocrystalline materials is still poorly understood [9], although over ten more years 

the constant effort of the community has yielded some encouraging achievements such 

as the observations of inverse Hall-Petch effects [1], twinning-induced hardness 

enhancement [5,6], dislocation activities in ultrafine nanocrystals [10]. Various 

mechanisms associated with grain boundary (GB) sliding, grain rotation, diffusion, 

dislocations, etc. have been proposed [11], but it is hard to really examine them well in 

nanoscale processes.  

Grain rotation, though not usually considered to be an important mechanism of 

plastic deformation in bulk-sized materials, is significantly relevant in nano-mechanics 

[4,12,13]. For instance, oriented attachment, a grain growing path at the nanoscale, 

involves grain rotation [14-16]. However, the grain rotation mechanism remains elusive 

because several processes such as curvature-driven GB migration, lattice diffusion, 

dislocations, and disclinations may play roles that complicate investigations on the 

grain rotation mechanisms [17-19]. Based on the Read-Shockley model, the 

conventional belief is that GB-mediated mechanisms dominate the plastic deformation 

of nanomaterials, resulting in an enhancement in the grain rotation activity of fine 

nanocrystals [20-23], i.e. smaller grains rotate more under stress [4,15,24]. However, 



computer simulations show a drop of GB mobility with decreasing grain size [25,26]. 

Although the observation of grain rotation in the deformation of micrometer-sized 

crystals is feasible [27,28], in situ probing the grain rotation of ultrafine nanocrystals is 

difficult, precluding further investigation of nanoscale mechanics. Whether grain 

rotation becomes larger or more dominant in finer nanocrystals has not yet been 

experimentally verified in a systematic way. In this work, we used Laue x-ray micro-

diffraction to track the orientation marker in nanocrystalline media of different grain 

sizes and examine the size dependence of nanocrystals’ grain rotation. 

Since a sub-10 nm hard x-ray beam is not yet available, a practical detecting and 

tracking method of nanoparticle rotation had to be devised using a much larger (micron-

size) x-ray beam. For good detection signals, we mixed 6~8 µm tungsten carbide (WC) 

particles with nickel nanoparticles (see Supplemental Material [29] for materials 

preparation) to mark the grain rotation magnitude of nickel nanocrystals. High pressure 

Laue x-ray micro-diffraction measurements were conducted at Beamline 12.3.2 of the 

Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA.  

In order not to lose the motion tracking of a few marker crystals embedded in a 

large quantity of nickel nanoparticles, we used small pressure steps and raster scanning 

in the experiments. A series of Laue patterns (Fig. 1) taken at each pressure step were 

analyzed with X-ray Micro-diffraction Analysis Software (XMAS) [32]. The most 

intense spots come from the diamond anvils and can be used as references to track the 

motion of the weaker reflections from the WC. During compression, the (10-4) and (10-

5) reflections of the WC crystal shift their position with respect to the (06-2) reflection 

of the diamond anvils, indicating orientation changes of the tracked WC particle. 

During decompression, the x-ray reflections of the WC crystal shift less with respect to 

the bright diffraction spot of diamond. The strain changes of both the diamond anvil 



and the WC crystal are also observed from the relative changes of their reflection 

positions at different pressures. 

2D Laue micro-diffraction scans for a series of pressure steps were analyzed to 

generate WC crystal orientation maps (Fig. 2). Upon indexing the Laue pattern, each 

WC crystal is provided with an orientation matrix. Supplemental Table S1 [29] shows 

an example of the orientation matrices for a WC marker embedded in the 70 nm Ni 

nanocrystals. The rotation angle at a given pressure of the WC particle is obtained by 

comparing its orientation matrix with the one obtained at the first pressure step (~ 0.7 

GPa). The indexation accuracy is examined with the number of indexed reflections. 

The number of fitted reflections varies from 0 to 13 or more (see Supplemental Material 

[29]). Usually, a grain with more than 8 fitted reflections is assumed to be correctly 

indexed. For instance, according to the orientation maps (Fig. 2), at 1.5 GPa, a WC 

particle embedded in the 70 nm nickel media was oriented normally to the (110) plane 

along the compression direction. When compressed to 4.3 GPa, the WC particle rotated 

to a new orientation so that its [100] direction was aligned with the compression 

direction. Orientation changes can be seen in the markers that were submerged in the 

nickel media of different particle sizes, indicating that the grain rotation occurred during 

compression. The different colors of the neighboring pixels reflect the polycrystalline 

natures of the sample aggregates. We note that as pressure increases, the automated 

indexing of the WC reflections becomes difficult due to the broadening of the peaks, 

explaining the apparent disappearance of the grains in the grain maps (Fig. 2 and 

Supplemental Material [29]). However, the WC markers can still be well tracked at 

higher pressures by manually finding and indexing the reflections. 

The grain rotations of the marker crystals in nickel media are shown in Figure 3. 

We examined multiple grains of marker crystals for good statistics. In order to extract 



the size dependence of the grain rotation, we compared the data collected at the same 

differential stress conditions. The differential stress of nickel medium is estimated from 

the data of radial X-ray diffraction experiments (see Supplemental Material [29]) at the 

same or close pressures. Three stages can be seen in the evolution profiles of the grain 

rotation. In the low pressure range (stage 1), no grain rotation occurs due to the small 

magnitude of applied shear (< 0.4 GPa). Whereas, in the medium pressure range (stage 

2), the angle of the grain rotation increases with external shear stress. In stage 3, the 

grain rotation seems to have stopped under further compression, possibly due to the 

significantly reduced GB mobility. Although the three stage profiles look similar for 

the cases associated with the nickel media of different particle sizes, the stage transition 

pressures can be different (Fig. 3). 

A surprising observation is that the marker crystals in the 70 nm nickel medium 

rotate more than in any other size of nickel media (Fig. 3). The grain rotation of the 

marker crystals may be ascribed to the following possible mechanisms: 1) the 

dislocation slip inside the marker crystal, and 2) the mechanical influence from the 

motion of the nickel media. The rotation marker, tungsten carbide, is a hard material 

and its yield strength was reported to be high [33]. There should not be many slips at 

low pressures, e.g. < 9 GPa. Even if dislocations are induced in the marker crystals, the 

contribution of dislocation activities to the marker crystal rotation should be similar at 

the same conditions of shear stress. The observed difference in the marker crystal 

rotation should arise from the difference in the external environment. Therefore, we 

infer that the rotation magnitude of the nickel nanocrystals varies with grain sizes, and 

under the same stress conditions nanocrystals of a certain grain size may rotate more 

than any other size of crystals. 



Over several decades, the grain boundary dislocation mechanism was proposed 

and widely accepted to describe and understand grain rotations [34,35]. It has already 

been established in theoretical [36,37], computer simulation [38] and experimental 

studies [4,39] that under shear stresses grain rotation occurs due to dislocation 

displacement at grain boundaries. In the case of applied stress, the structure of a grain 

boundary can be basically described as an arrangement of dislocations with a mixed 

edge-screw character [35]. The Burgers vector of such dislocations has an edge and two 

screw components, which are directed normal to the boundary plane and within the 

boundary plane, respectively. Due to the edge component, the dislocation can move 

along the normal to the grain boundary plane and hence produces a shear. The 

concurrent displacement of the two screw components in the same direction causes two 

additional perpendicular shears, generating a rotation confined to the region traversed 

by the boundary. Consequently, all the screw components experience a Peach-Koehler 

force parallel to the boundary plane and their motion at the grain boundary gives rise to 

a rotation of the adjacent grains relative to each other, i.e. misorientation changes across 

the boundary. In previous simulations [18,24], the grain boundary dislocation 

mechanism was reported to yield a d-n dependence of rotation rate, where d is the grain 

size and the index n is variously 2, 3, 4 or 5, depending on the rotation mechanism 

assumed in the theory. In other words, grain rotation is believed to be more active in 

finer nanocrystals. 

With those conventional theories, it is difficult to interpret the observed maximal 

grain rotation of the nanocrystals at a certain particle size. We speculate that the plastic 

deformation in the grains’ interior is also relevant. Nanocrystals are usually thought to 

be nearly defect-free. The dislocations in the grain interior are not considered in 

conventional grain rotation theories [24,40], mainly because there was no experimental 



evidence to support the grain shearing models in which dislocations glide across the 

nano grains [18,41]. However, the updated finding that grain interior dislocations are 

still active in nano crystals down to 3 nm [10] provides a reasonable interpretation and 

supporting evidence for the observed size dependence of grain rotation in this study. 

Deformation texture is considered to form as a consequence of the activity of the slip 

system inside materials and hence it can be used to check the slip activities in the grain 

interior [10,42]. For a complete comparison, we took texture measurements, similar as 

those reported in Ref. [10], for more sizes of nickel samples. Details about the texture 

measurements at Beamline 12.2.2 of ALS can be found in Supplemental Material [29].  

As shown in the unrolled radial diffraction images collected at 10 -11 GPa (Fig. 4, 

top), variations in the diffraction peak position with respect to the compression direction 

can be clearly seen, indicating differential stresses in the material. They also display 

systematic intensity variations that can be used to deduce texture. At 10 GPa, strong 

diffraction intensity variations are seen in the 70 and 500 nm nickel. More modest but 

resolvable intensity variations are observed in the 20 and 40 nm nickel and there is no 

apparent intensity variations observed in the 3 nm nickel around 11 GPa. The observed 

textures (Fig. 4, bottom) in nano grains indicate that grain interior dislocations still exist 

in nanocrystals but tend to be weak with decreasing grain size. 

The physics picture looks like this: grain interior and boundary dislocations 

compete in influencing the grain rotations of nanocrystals under external stresses. The 

texture strength decreases with the particle size, indicating that the contribution from 

the grain interior dislocations decreases with the decreasing particle size, while the 

grain boundary dislocations tend to be more operative in smaller grains, as suggested 

in earlier studies [4,24]. The two opposite trends in the particle size-dependence of the 

grain rotation result in the maximal grain rotation of certain sized nanocrystals. The 



mechanism crossover is supported by the texture measurements of this study and 

previous observations on grain boundary migration and grain rotation [4,10,12,18]. We 

realize that the role of grain interior dislocations in plastic deformation of nanocrystals 

was seriously overlooked before. Our experimental observations indicate that stresses 

in nanocrystalline materials induce dislocations and considerably affect the plastic 

properties, and hence the strength and ductility of materials. The competing effects 

could result in enhanced mechanical properties at a critical particle size, and this would 

provide guidance in materials production and application. Specifically on grain rotation 

mechanisms, the Read-Shockley-model-based theories should be revised to include the 

contributions of grain interior dislocations. The knowledge on the size dependence of 

grain rotation would help us to better design crystal growth or materials with special 

mechanical properties.  

Admittedly, the indirect measurements of grain rotation in this study may contain 

some degree of uncertainty in the tracking accuracy of trend change. Due to the 

technical limitations, at this stage we cannot devise a better approach than using a 

marker. Inaccuracy in the determination of the critical particle size of the mechanism 

crossover may exist. In the future with advanced techniques, such as sub-10 nm XRD 

combined with 3D nano tomography techniques or high-pressure TEM, more accurate 

measurements may give that the reversal occurs at 59 nm or 81 nm. But we think that 

the physics behind would not change much. The reversal itself is more important than 

where it is, because the trend or trend change of a physical behavior usually hints 

physics behind.  

In this letter, we report the reversal in the grain rotation of nanocrystals and 

correlate the new observation with previous results for making a physics picture behind. 

Just from previous observations on dislocation activities in ultrafine (down to 3 nm) 



nickel nanocrystals [10], at most, we can only say that grain rotation could be affected 

somehow because grain interior dislocations may play a role. The reproducible Laue 

micro-XRD measurements reveal a turnover in the size dependence of grain rotation, 

suggesting that the change in the grain rotation of the marker can reflect the difference 

in the mechanical influence from the nickel media. This observation really reshapes our 

view on the mechanism of grain rotation at the nanoscale. This finding prompts the 

revision of the Read-Shockley model for including the competing effects from grain 

interior and boundary dislocations in nanocrystals. The plastic deformation of 

nanocrystals, particularly of grain interior dislocation associated processes, should be 

re-examined carefully, better in-situ at the conditions of stress, and consequently, more 

correct knowledge and proper guidance to designing and engineering materials’ 

properties, functionalities and processing, such as nanoalloying, crystal growth, 

nanocatalysis, nanomedicine, etc. can be expected. 
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Figure Captions: 

 

FIG. 1. Representative pattern of Laue XRD measurements (left) and close-up views 

on the pressure evolutions of two Laue spots [(10-4) and (10-5)] of a marker-grain 

(right). The centroid coordinates of all cut-offs are 548 and 355 with a zoom factor of 

3. 

FIG. 2. 2D orientation maps of WC markers embedded in the nickel media. The vertical 

and horizontal axes correspond to the 2D scanning directions of sample stage. Different 

colors on the maps indicate different crystalline orientations, as referenced in the color 

triangle on the right. The numbers at the top right corners are pressure in units of GPa. 

FIG. 3. Rotation angles of marker grains. (a) as a function of the lattice parameter ratio 

c/a of the WC crystals, equivalently, of differential stress of nickel media; (b) and (c), 

as the logarithmic functions of the nickel medium grain-size at the same c/a level. The 

differential stress of the nickel medium is estimated from the radial X-ray diffraction 

experiments. The correlation between c/a of WC crystal and differential stress is 

established by comparing the data from radial DAC XRD and Laue micro-XRD 

measurements of nonhydrostatically compressed samples. The closed and open 

symbols represent the data collected in compression and decompression cycles, 

respectively. “GB⊥” and “GI⊥” in (b) and (c) represent the grain boundary and grain 

interior dislocations, respectively. The rotation angles for plot (b) and (c) are the 

average of several measurements near the selected differential stress. The ellipses in (a) 

and the lines connecting the data points in (b) and (c) are guides for the eye. The 

transition of WC markers from stage 2 to stage 3 occurs around 0.6 GPa for 500 nm, 

14 
 



0.8 GPa for 3 nm and 200 nm, and 1.3 GPa for 20 nm, 40 nm, 70 nm media, 

respectively. 

FIG. 4. Top: Azimuthally (0~360o) unrolled diffraction images of nickel. Bottom: 

Inverse pole figures of nickel along the compression direction (normal direction); (a) 3 

nm; (b) 20 nm; (c) 40 nm; (d) 70 nm; (e) 500 nm. The long and short black arrows 

represent the maximum and minimum compression direction, respectively. All 

diffractions were measured with an x-ray wavelength of 0.4959 Å. Equal area 

projection and a linear scale are used. Texture strength is expressed as multiples of the 

random distribution (m.r.d.), where m.r.d. = 1 denotes random distribution and a higher 

m.r.d. number represents a stronger texture. A weak texture was observed in 3 nm 

nickel above 18.5 GPa [10].
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